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Wassily Kandinsky wrote Über das Geistige in der Kunst, in 1912, and was

translated from German into English by Michael Sadler. Naming it at first, “The Art of
Spiritual Harmony” in 1914 it is known as, Concerning the Spiritual in Art. He wrote
color and music theories based on angles, synesthetic experiences, subjective instincts,
chromotherapy, and shapes. Kandinsky’s theories are worth continuing to research and
bring forth into the new generation of technology where we can see music as numerical
expressions. The goal of this iPhone Application is to teach users the relationship
between color and music based on Kandinsky’s theories.
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INTRODUCTION
“Our hearing of colors is so precise...Colour is a means of exerting a direct
influence upon the soul. Color is the keyboard, the eye is the hammer, the soul is the
piano with many strings. The artist is the hand which plays, touching one key or another,
to cause vibrations in the soul”(Kandinsky, 1986, p. 25).
The Russian artist, Wassily Kandinsky, a complex and creative soul, who was
governed by two muses: one of music and one of image. In the above quote, he speaks
about color and how he is spiritually moved. He masterfully places the artist and painting
in a piano duet, as if to express musically his profound emotions, causing the painting to
vibrate, to perform outside itself, outside of nature.
Kandinsky’s painting, Der blaue Reiter (The Blue Rider - 1903) became the most
prominent of all his works. It shows a lone rider on a white horse wearing a blue cape.
The rider is making the horse gallop over a colorful landscape. The work is important in
that it foretells his images yet to come (Wikipedia, Wassily Kandinsky).
Later, in 1911, he and artists August Macke and Franz Marc founded Blue Rider
(Blaue Reiter) named after the painting, which was a group who espoused the color
theories of Goethe and Phillip Runges. After only two exhibits and the approaching war,
the group dissolved (Ku 2008).
Kandinsky left Germany and found refuge in Switzerland in 1914. He wrote, in
On the Spiritual in Art, that art in all its forms eventually transcends to the spiritual. In
1912, these radical ideas were not lost on the London art world and he began to make a
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name for himself internationally (Wikipedia, op. cit).
Returning home in 1914, in the quote below, he honored his inner muses; he
described Mother Russia:
The sun melts all of Moscow down to a single spot that, like a mad tuba,
starts all of the heart and all of the soul vibrating. But no, this uniformity
of red is not the most beautiful hour. It is only the final chord of a
symphony that takes every color to the zenith of life that, like the
fortissimo of a great orchestra, is both compelled and allowed by Moscow
to ring out. (Ku 2008)
From 1918 to 1921, Kandinsky spent his time teaching color analysis at the
Institute of Artistic Culture. Because his theories were not popular with his fellow
colleagues, he returned to Germany after he was invited to teach at the Bauhaus of
Weimar in 1921 with Walter Gropius. It was here, he created Composition VIII (1923)
and Point and Line to Plane (1926). He remained in Germany until the Nazis shut down
the school in 1933. France becomes his new home until his death in 1944 (Ku 2008).
Evolution of Kandinsky’s Theories
Kandinsky described his boyhood feelings when he was enrolled in school,
drawing and playing the cello and piano. “I remember that drawing and a little bit later
painting lifted me out of the reality” (Ku 2008). By combining colors, he believed that
“each color lives by its mysterious life” (Ku 2008).
At the age of thirty, Kandinsky gave up his world of law, a world his parents
dreamed for him and took up painting. He was enthralled by two events: the exhibition of
French impressionists in Moscow in 1895 where Monet’s Haystacks were on display and
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Lohengrin by Richard Wagner at the Bolshoi Theatre (Ku 2008).
Leaving for Munich in 1896, the painter attended Anton Azbe’s private school.
Later in 1900, he moved to the Munich Academy of Arts. His teacher, Franz Stuck,
thought Kandinsky’s colors too bright. How painful it must of been for him, a colorist, to
struggle for a year in black and white in order to please his instructor (Ku 2008).
It is only when he fell in love with a young artist, Gabriela Munter, and lived in
the Alps, did his style become lovely muted landscapes, slowly abandoning lines of
reality. He began to develop his signature (Ku 2008).
The return to tumultuous Russia in 1914 began a new chapter for Kandinsky. He
married Nina Andreevskaya. The revolution began and all during that period, Kandinsky
vacillated between romantic landscapes and abstract geometrical forms. He wrote a color
and form analysis, designing a curriculum, in opposition to the Constructionist movement
(Ku 2008).
Just because an artist uses ‘abstract’ methods, it does not mean that he is
an ‘abstract’ artist. It doesn’t even mean that he is an artist. Just as there
are enough dead triangles (be they white or green), there are just as many
dead roosters, dead horses or dead guitars. One can just as easily be a
“realist academic” as an “abstract academic”. A form without content is
not a hand, just an empty glove full of air. (Ku 2008)
Kandinsky’s work, critiqued as “mutilated spiritism” (Punin), caused him to leave
Moscow for Germany in 1921. Needless to say, the Soviet museums warehoused his
paintings. Undaunted, he painted more geometrically, using stronger, more intense color.
Discordant colors begin to take center stage. “Cold romanticism” his critics described his
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one painting Yellow-Red-Blue created in 1925 (Ku 2008).
A circle, which I use recently so often, could not be called otherwise but
romantic. And the present day romanticism is essentially deeper, more
beautiful, more substantial and more salutary - it is a piece of ice, in which
fire is burning. If people feel only cold and do not feel fire - so much the
worse for them...(Ku 2008)
When the Bauhaus was closed by national socialists, Kandinsky moved to Paris
and he began to paint 159 oils and 300 water colors which tragically many were
destroyed by the Nazis who considered the works decadent. Making matters worse, the
Parisian art world was unwelcoming to him, causing a life style of isolation. His art
changed from vibrant to subtle floating forms. He referred to this period to be “really a
picturesque fairy tale” (Ku 2008). It was wartime and art supplies were scarce,
Kandinsky resorted to painting on cardboards, using gouache technique. Remaining true
to his inner self to the very end, he stated:
Abstract art places a new world, which on the surface has nothing to do
with ‘reality,’ next to the ‘real’ world. Deeper down, it is subject to the
common laws of the ‘cosmic world.’ And so a ‘new world of art’ is
juxtaposed to the ‘world of nature.’ This ‘world of art’ is just as real, just
as concrete. For this reason I prefer to call so-called ‘abstract art’
‘concrete art’. (Ku 2008)
For Kandinsky’s connection of image and music, the timing could not have been
more perfect. His contemporaries, such as the writer W.B. Yeats, composer Claude
Debussy, and fellow painter, writer, and most of all, composer, Arnold Schoenberg, were
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all experiencing a form of enlightenment, cross-referencing more than one of the senses,
mystifying reality (McBurney 2006). Kandinsky referred to his painting in the following
way: "I had little thought for houses and trees, drawing coloured lines and blobs on the
canvas with my palette knife, and making them sing just as powerfully as I knew how”
(McBurney 2006).
Often referred to as a cycle of “symphonies”, Kandinsky entitled his works as
compositions, spanning over thirty years from Composition I (1907) to Composition X
(1939). He wrote an artist’s book full of poems and woodcuts named Klange (1913). In
addition, he created play scripts named The Yellow Sound, The Green Sound and Black
and White, experimenting with drama, color, and music (McBurney 2006). To support
Kandinsky’s color sound paintings, artist Bruno Haas is referenced in the Tate’s
catalogue heralding a modern exhibition, Kandinsky: The Path to Abstraction 1908 1922:
The German artist, Bruno Hass speaks of the clarity of Kandinsky’s
painterly ‘syntax’ and describes how Kandinsky’s families of colours
resonate with one another to produce visual ‘chords’. As if aware that we
might not believe him, Haas suggests ways in which we can prove to
ourselves the existence of these ‘chords’ by taking a colour print of one of
Kandinsky’s pictures and holding down our hands over this bit or that to
see how the colours (and shapes) change in relation to one another.
(McBurney 2006)
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INFLUENCES
Wassily Kandinsky (1866–1944) and Paul Klee (1879–1940), both painters and
trained musicians, were drawn to the ways one can manipulate abstract possibilities in
both art and music (Ione).
Klee and Kandinsky met in Franz Stuck’s painting class in Munich Academy in
the summer of 1900 (Roskill, 1992) (Ione). They met again in 1911 and Klee joined the
Blue Rider group (founded by Kandinsky and Franz Marc) in 1912 (Ione). Klee started
working at the Bauhaus in 1921 and Kandinsky started a year later in 1922 (Ione).
In particular, Klee’s approach was based on personally felt impulses and
was quite process-oriented. His hope was to ‘one day be able to improvise
freely on the keyboard of colours: the rows of watercolours in my paint
box.’(Düchting, 1997, p. 17) (Ione 150)
Paul Klee makes an analogy, combining image and sound when he speaks of his
visualizing a paint box likened to a keyboard; the sticks of color standing straight ready
to strike a note when touched. Klee’s vision is in perfect alignment with Kandinsky’s
theory, who as a child heard hissing from his paintbox while mixing the colors (Ward).
Paul Klee believed that there were many effects of color on the soul. Klee was
convinced that artists have an inner necessity, an inner need to create. “The power of
creativity cannot be named. It remains mysterious to the end. In any case we must reveal
this power in its functions just as it is revealed to us” (Spiller 17).
Other artists who came under the influence of Kandinsky were Marsden Hartley 6
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and Morgan Russell. They wrote to their artist friends regarding the art movement
Synchronism:
These (Kandinsky’s theories) seemed to have captured (Marsden)
Hartley’s imagination and he wrote in December 1912, to his friend
Rockwell Kent, telling him that, ‘attempting to paint that color of sound’.
At the start of the following year, Hartley actually met Kandinsky in
Bavaria; in his autobiography Somehow a Past he also describes, albeit
very briefly, his encounter with the members of the Blue Rider circle.
From Hartley’s own account and from their exchange of letters, it appears
that the Munich artists were very interested in the work of the American
painter and anxious to help him arrange exhibitions. (Vergo 190)
The infamous photographer, Alfred Stieglitz, was inspired by the art movement
and with great enthusiasm he wrote,
I knew exactly what I was after. I had told Miss O’Keeffe I wanted a
series of photographs which when seen by Ernest Bloch (the great
composer) he would exclaim: Music! Music! Man, why that is music!
How did you ever do that? And he would point to violins, and flutes, and
oboes, and brass, full of enthusiasm, and would say he’d have to write a
symphony called ‘Clouds’. Not like Debussy’s but much, much more.
(Vergo 199)
According to Vergo, artists Stanton MacDonald and Morgan Russell were greatly
influenced. In June 1913, the catalogue of the Munich exhibition the two painters state,
Mankind has until now always tried to satisfy its need for the highest
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spiritual exaltation only in music. Only tones have been able to grip us and
transport us to the highest realms. Whenever man had a desire for
heavenly intoxication, he turned to music. Yet color is just as capable as
music of providing us with the highest ecstasies and delights. (Vergo 191)
It was Morgan Russell who created the word “synchromy” referring to his colorfully rich
painting style. He vacillated between the words synchromy and symphony, ultimately
settling on the former because it denoted more of a sense of color rather than sound, thus
birthing the art movement of Synchronism (Vergo 192).
At last, we find out how the word came into being, labeling an art movement that
th

has had such a profound effect on so many artists of the turn of the 20

century genre

and artists of today. In 1690, John Locke, who was an Oxford academic and philosopher,
cited an experience of meeting “a studious blind man” feeling the color red when hearing
a trumpet. The episode validated the word synaesthesia, which combines the two Greek
words “syn” (together) and “aesthesis” (sensation) (Ward).
Kandinsky would probably delight to know that in this present time, because of
technology, we can actually measure brain activity to support his theories of how colors
effect our human systems. Non-believers who claim that it is nothing more than
subjective nonsense have criticized synesthesia. However, as of late, neuroscientists have
done studies where the brain scans of synaesthetes did see sound. There was “visual
activity” when the subject was listening to sounds (Ward).
Arnold Schoenberg had a profound influence on Kandinsky. After attending one
of his concerts, the painter began to reconsider the figure, moving away from the
traditional to the abstract.
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Next comes a key moment of cross-fertilization: The Munich concert of
Arnold Schoenberg’s music, in January 1911, that inspired Kandinsky to
broach abstraction, after pondering it for years. Two comical sketches of
the event, with figures and instruments clearly visible, are here (along with
its music, in both written and piped-in form), and so is the semi- abstract
and rather Thurber-esque painting that resulted, ‘Impression III (Concert)’
(Smith 2015)
As Kandinsky’s visions began to move and lift off the canvas, he likened the
human spirit to the shapes and straight lines. He thought the circle symbolized the soul.
The painter’s style shifted to the abstract, creating his theory of geometric formations and
their relationship to each other (Wikipedia 2015).
In response to Schoenberg’s writings in the printed catalog Harmonielehre
(Theory of Harmony), Kandinsky writes in a letter that he “confessed to harboring an
ambition that he himself might one day succeed in formulating at least the opening
sentences of a future ‘Harmonielehre of painting’, adding wistfully: ‘I too have spent
some time dipping into the theory of music’ ”(Vergo 183).
An artist outside the Kandinsky/Schoenberg collaboration, had the following
observation of the two artists:
Franz Marc drew similarities between Kandinsky and Schoenberg, ‘Can
you imagine a kind of music in which tonality (that is, any sense of key)
has been entirely abandoned? I kept thinking of Kandinsky’s large
Composition, which likewise does not admit to any key...as well as his
‘leaping patches’ [of colour] as I listened to the music, which lets every
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note sounded stand by itself (like the white of the canvas appearing
between the patches of colour!). Schoenberg starts from the principle that
the concepts consonance and dissonance simply don’t exist. A so- called
dissonance is simply a further removed consonance, an idea that now
obsesses me constantly in painting.’ (Vergo 182)
Artist and composer communed to transcend the traditional, the accepted theories
belonging to their crafts and equated the experiences to a metaphysical level, the one of
spirit. Kandinsky then wrote that, “Schoenberg’s music leads us into a new realm, where
musical experiences are no longer acoustic but purely spiritual...On the path of internal
necessity, he has already tapped the veins of gold of the new beauty”(Vergo 183). Again,
inspired by the inner muse Kandinsky writes in Concerning the Spiritual in Art:
Schoenberg, too, endeavors to exhaust this freedom, and on the road to
inner necessity, he has discovered already treasures of new beauty. His
music leads us into a new realm where the musical experiences are not
acoustic but purely soul inspiring. Here begins the “music of the future.”
(Kandinsky 35)
Kandinsky’s often-contentious relationship with Schoenberg birthed musical
dramas, highlighting the marriage of sound and color, with emphasis on color. In
Schoenberg’s opera The Lucky Hand, Kandinsky described the second scene: “In the
background a soft blue, sky-like backdrop. Below, left, close to the bright brown earth, a
circular cut-out five feet in diameter through which glaring, yellow sunlight spreads over
the stage” (McBurney 2006).
Both Kandinsky and Schoenberg were great believers in the union of the senses
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(synesthesia) making their creative collaboration a spiritual event, bonding and
transcending the artist and viewer to a high level of communion.
Hearing tones and chords as he painted, Kandinsky theorized that (for
example), yellow is the colour of middle C on a brass trumpet; black is the
colour of closure, and the end of things; and that combinations of colours
produce vibrational frequencies, akin to chords played on a piano.
(Wikipedia 2015)
The relationship lasted from 1911 until 1914 when World War I began and Schoenberg
returned to Austria and Kandinsky returned to Russia (Wikipedia 2015).
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COLOR AND MUSIC THEORIES
As early as the 6

th

century BCE, the Pythagoreans pursued the relationship

between color and sound (Ione). The Pythagorean theorem, the Golden Ratio, was
profoundly adopted by musicians and artists, one being Paul Klee, who proportionately
gave structure to their works. According to the book, Golden Section: Nature’s Greatest
Secret:
In the Platonic tradition, the intention was to lift the soul out of the realm
of mere opinion (doxa), by attunement with the ratios and proportions
contained in the harmonies and rythyms of music. This allows the soul to
pass into the Intelligible realm of knowledge (dianoia) up into direct
intuition (noesis) of the world of pure Forms, the ratios themselves. (Olsen
38)
The boundaries between the senses of the eyes and ears captured the math minds
of the Pythagoreans centuries ago. The Pythagoreans stated, “The eyes are made for
astronomy, the ears for harmony, and these are sister sciences” (McBurney 2006). Goethe
stated that architecture was “frozen music”, and Walter Pater declared that, “all art
aspires towards the condition of music” (McBurney 2006).
The structure of both rhythm and harmony is based upon ratio. The most
simple and pleasing musical intervals, the octave (2:1) and the fifth (3:2),
are the first Fibonacci approximations to the golden section. The series

	
  

continues with the major and minor sixths (5:3 and 8:5). The scale itself
12

holds the next step (13:8), for astonishingly, if we include the octave,
musicians play eight notes in a scale, taken from thirteen chromatic notes.
st rd th
th
Finally, simple major and minor chords consist of the 1 , 3 , 5 , and 8
notes of the scale. (Olsen 38)
Notable attempts to match the color wheel and the music circle of fifths have
been made by numerous musicians and scientists. Sir Isaac Newton created his own color
wheel in which he designated colors and matched them to musical tones. The hues ranged
from orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet, beginning and ending in red. There were
seven in all (Wikipedia).

	
  
Figure 1: Newton's Colour Circle
Newton recorded his measurements using seven colors in his spectrum: red,
orange, yellow, green blue, indigo, and violet. According to his Proposition III of Part II
of Book One, he recorded each color and its space in the spectrum. “He then mentioned
that these relative widths corresponded exactly with the differences in the length of a
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string when it sounded the successive notes of the diatonic scale” (Franssen 20).
Composers, painters, and scientists have never agreed on which pitches or key
centers correspond to a particular color. Newton concluded that D was red and E was
orange (Olsen), while others like Scriabin believed that C-Minor was red and RimskyKorsakov thought of it as white (Harrison, 2001)(Ione). “To composer Alexander
Scriabin, the key of F# major appeared violet in color” (Myers, 1914) (Ione & Tyler,
2004). “And composer Olivier Messiaen waxed lyrical about ‘the gentle cascade of blueorange chords’ in one of his pieces”(Bernard, 1986) (Ione & Tyler, 2004).

	
  
Figure 2: Three Centuries of Color Scales
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s fascination with light and color was exhibited in
his hefty volume on the theory of color Zur Farbenlehre (1810). Here he took umbrage
with Newton’s mathematical calculations regarding color and light. He approached the
subject emotionally stating, “every color produces a distinct impression on the mind, and
thus at once the eye and feelings” (Liukkonen).
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Figure 3: Goethe's Colour Wheel
Goethe systematically arranged his color wheel when he studied the effect of
opposing colors, thus, creating his Theory of Colours (1810) and providing the first study
of colors having physiological effects on the viewer. “...for the colours diametrically
opposed to each other...are those that reciprocally evoke each other in the eye.” The
opponent color theory (1892) of Ewald Hering was to come years later (Wikipedia
Goethe).
Goethe’s color wheel is in alignment with the circle of fifths,
a visual representation of the relationships among 12 tones of the
chromatic scale, their corresponding key signatures, and the associated
major and minor keys. More specifically, it is a geometrical representation
of relationship among the 12 pitch classes of chromatic scale in pitch class
space. (Wikipedia, ibid)
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Figure 4: Circle of Fifths
According to Kandinsky, in Concerning the Spiritual in Art, the color wheel was,
“As in a great circle, a serpent biting its own tail (the symbol of eternity, of something
without end) the six colours appear that make up the three main antitheses. And to right
and left stand the two great possibilities of silence-death and birth” (Kandinsky 82).
Searching for the standard C or middle notes, Father Louis Bertrand Castel stated
that the standard C was gauged by the human voice (Franssen). “Again miraculously,
making blue the absolute key-colour resulted in the most perfect analogy possible: the
three most important notes in the scale - tonic, dominant or fifth, and third - were now...
blue, red and yellow.” (Franssen 25)
Castel found purpose in the sharp contrasts between light and dark:
As blue is always the darkest colour of any three equally dark red, yellow
and blue, according to Castel, and as the darkest blue is darker still than
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the darkest red or the darkest yellow, we can be extra sure that blue is the
absolute fundamental tone of the colour scale. (Franssen 26)
Castel proposed that there were simply 12 full octaves including 12 distinct colors
on the color and music scale, so therefore, “Castel established that there were exactly
twelve full octaves of different chiaroscuro shades between black and white. This meant
that the ocular harpsichord needed a keyboard of 144 or 145 keys” (Franssen 25).

	
  
Figure 5: Castel's L'Optique Des Couleurs
The cycle through the sequence of colors is similar to the cycle through the
sequenced musical notes (Think Quest). “By comparing each color and placement on the
color wheels and the placement of sound on the cycle of fifths relationships between
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sound and color can be drawn.” (ibid)

	
  
Figure 6: A caricature of Louise-Bertrand Castel’s “ocular organ”
Castel, to prove his color music theory, went so far as to fashion an instrument
called Ocular Harpsichord (1730), which included 60 glass colored panes with curtains
and pulleys. When one touched a key a flash of color appeared as a curtain was lifted
(Mortiz).
Instead of permitting every colour to be the possible root tone of a major
or minor scale, he wanted an absolute colour-tonic, and argued that this
place was occupied by blue, the basse fondamentale of nature, because we
see all colours in nature against the background of the blue sky. (Franssen
25)
When speaking of instruments of color and sound, one is reminded of the
contemporary multimedia-enabled computer. In the 19
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th

century, James Clerk Maxwell

discovered how to organize color into a color model that is additive color and not
subtractive. By studying the nature of electromagnetic spectrum, he devised a pattern of
different wavelengths channeling three colors, red, green and blue (Sloane). This was the
outcome of studying the properties of light, the charges, and the poles (Sloane). Today’s
computers use Maxwell’s RGB color model. In Patricia Sloane’s Visual Nature of Color
(1989), she writes:
In his color analysis, On the Theory of Colour Vision, Maxwell
investigated theories of perception and in doing so, he concluded, that if
three filters of red, green, and blue were projected together on a screen
that it would encompass all the colors of the image. This RGB model is an
additive color model and is used in electronics such as the computer and
televisions. (Sloane 1989)
As if the artist was the equestrian in the painting the Blue Rider (1903),
Kandinsky would imagine another horse along side of him, carrying the weight of his
other muse, music. His greatest desire was to create musical harmony in his painting. In
his book Concerning the Spiritual in Art, he writes:
Colour which contains material for counterpoint combining endless
possibilities, will, when combined with design, lead to the great artistic
counterpoint, where painting will achieve composition and, as a truly pure
art, will become a divine instrument. The same infallible guidance will
carry it to the towering heights, the principle of inner necessity.
(Kandinsky 72)
According to English critic Roger Fry, Kandinsky achieves his goal. Having
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viewed his paintings at an exhibition at London’s Albert Hall in the summer of 1913
(Vergo 176), he writes: “After a time, the improvisations become more definite, more
logical and more closely knit in structure, more surprisingly beautiful in their colour
oppositions, more exact in their equilibrium. They are pure visual music” (Vergo 176).
Kandinsky believed that colors vibrated according to their warmth and that
vibration brought out different emotional responses in viewers. He states in On the
Spiritual in Art:
By stating that blue is a cooler color and that red is a warmer one, one
must come to the conclusion that a mix of blue and red to make purple
would be a ways to communicate a certain vibration of both and in effect
produce an affect. The notes that a person would hear when they heard or
saw the color blue of red would be of a bassoon or a woodwind.
(Kandinsky 72)
Kandinsky continues to speak of cold and warmth of the hues as well as the
movement:
Generally speaking, warmth or cold in a colour means an approach
respectively to yellow or to blue is respectively an inclination towards
yellow or blue...The movement is an horizontal one, the warm colours
approaching the spectator, the cold ones retreating from him. (Kandinsky
72)
He further tells of colors moving in a violent manner when he writes:
Colours themselves, which cause in another colour this horizontal
movement, while they are themselves affected by it, have another
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movement of their own, which acts with a violent separative force. This is,
therefore, the first antithesis in the inner appeal, and the inclination of the
colour to yellow or to blue, is of tremendous importance. (Kandinsky 72).
“The second antithesis is between white and black; i,e., the inclination to light or
dark caused by the pair of colours just mentioned. These colours have once more their
peculiar movement to and from the spectator, but in a more rigid form” (Kandinsky 72).
He concludes this passage with one of his clearest articulations of his synesthetic theory:
It is the colour of the heavens just as we imagine it, when we hear the
word heaven...In music, light blue is like a flute, dark blue like a cello, and
when still darker, it becomes a wonderful double bass. The deepest and
most serene form of blue may be compared to the deep notes of an
organ...In music, the absolute green is best represented by placid, longdrawn middle notes of a violin...Black is something extinguished like a
burned pyre...it is like the silence of the body after death, the end of
life...White is a symbol of a world from which all colour, as a material
quality and substance, has disappeared. It is a ‘bland,’ infinitely young, a
‘blank’ which emphasizes the Beginning, as yet unborn...This red endures
no cold...it sounds like a trumpet accompanied by the tuba, a persistent
imposing, strong tone...Warm red, intensified by yellow, produces
Orange...The appeal, exercised by this colour, is like a medium-sized
church bell reminding one of a strong alto voice or the singing of alto
violins...Violet, a cooled-red both in the physical and spiritual sense,
possesses an element of frailty, expiring sadness. It is similar to the sound
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of an English horn, the shepherd's flute, or the deep, low tone of wood
instruments. (Kandinsky 68)
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iPHONE APPLICATION
The iOS 8.1.3. Colortune App is coded in Swift and is built and formatted for
iPhones and iPads, preferably iPhone 6. The Colortune icon is of a wi-fi signal sending
out RGB information. This is to represent the action of the app in which it finds a RGB
pixel and then transforms it into sound.
There are two sections to the app. The first section is represented by the Colortune
icon tab, on bottom left corner and the second section is on bottom right corner.

	
  
Figure 7: Colortune App: Home Screen
In order to activate the camera, one taps on the animated color wheel. After a
picture is taken, it will be displayed instead of the color wheel image. The Colortune app,
by using CoreData, will save the image as a JPEG.
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Figure 8: Colortune App: Take A Photo
Type the name of the Colortune and then tap Save in the upper right hand corner.

	
  
Figure 9: Colortune App: Name and Save
After the picture is named and saved, the picture item is then added to the list,
displaying the image to the left of the name.
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Figure 10: Colortune App: Saved Photo Is Added To List
If the list becomes too full, one can delete saved pictures.

Figure 11: Colortune App: Saved Photos Can Be Deleted
When a saved photo name is selected from the list, the image is displayed on the next
screen.
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Figure 12: Colortune App: Tap Image To Show Results
The play button is ready to be tapped to perform the Colortune animation.

	
  
Figure 13: Colortune App: Play Animation and Sound
Each time, the background color is different because the app picks a random x
and y coordinate each time between 0 and 300. Then it selects the RGB information
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within that chosen pixel. The background displayed is the color of the chosen pixel. If the
pixel’s Red, Green, or Blue channel is greater than 0.5, a specific instrument plays the
scaled musical tune. When the play button is tapped, the Colortune will be activated with
the correct instrument. Each color, R, G, or B, plays a different animation which has been
inspired by Kandinsky’s painting, Kleine Welten, 1922.

	
  
Figure 14: Colortune App: Animation Screen
To accomplish this action, the app selects from among are General MIDI
Instrument codes (the program change parameter). Red is played as a deep bass; Green as
a violin; Blue as a cello; Yellow as a trumpet; and everything else is played as a
percussive organ.
The 12 colors on the color scale matching the 12 chromatic pitches in an octave
are red, orange- red, orange, yellow-orange, yellow, light green, green, blue-green, blue,
turquoise, indigo, violet, and magenta.
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Figure 15: Colortune Color and Music Theory
Each note corresponds to a note from the 5

th

Octave, ranging from C to B, thus

follows: C, C#, D, D#, E, F, F#, G, G#, A, A#, B. Each note is read by the computer as a
MIDI number.
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Figure 16: Colortune MIDI Note Numbers
The MIDI Number 60 is a middle C note. The 12 note range is 60, 61, 62, 63, 64,
65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71.

	
  
Figure 17: Colortune MIDI Notes
According to Kandinsky’s theories, a color is associated with an instrument, so
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each MIDI note is played with a MIDI instrument. 29

	
  
Figure 18: Colortune MIDI Instruments
There are two sections of the Colortune app; one is where one makes the
Colortune animation and musical tune, and the other is where one learns about which
color goes with which sound or note.
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Figure 19: Colortune App: Play Colortune Tones
Within the second tab: There are two selections on the list to choose from. The
first selection is “Play Colortune Tones” and the second selection is “Who was Wassily
Kandinsky?” The first selection displays the note and instruments after each color is
tapped. The second selection shows a picture of Kandinsky and will include a biography
or links to online information about Kandinsky in future versions of the app.

	
  
Figure 20: Colortune App: Colortune Tones
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Figure 21: Colortune App: Who Was Wassily Kandinsky?
The future version of the Colortune App will include variations of the tune, more
instruments played, and other RGB pixels selected. For instance, there will be more
variations of the tune each time the play animation button is tapped. The app will activate
another animation and replace the one already playing instead of overlapping the one
already set in motion. The app will have a variation of tunes. Each note played will be
played according to what color is found in the image. The app will also pick 3 pixels or
more to choose from. So, there could be 3 R,G,B selections to convert into a sound and
instrument. There will also be more instruments played together at once. The app will
also play chords, with the 3 selected pixels, each note can be played as part of a chord. I
wish to expand the ability of the app to play instruments simultaneously as if it were the
symphony in Kandinsky’s mind.
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CONCLUSION
The moment Kandinsky saw the streaming colors of Monet’s Haystacks, the
moment he heard the melodious sounds of Wagner’s Lohengrin, his consciousness
wakened him to new thought forms and sensations that expressed themselves in harmony,
in synchronicity.
‘The violins, the deep tones of the basses, and especially the wind
instruments at that time embodied for me all the power of that prenocturnal hour. I saw all my colors in my mind; they stood before my
eyes. Wild, almost crazy lines were sketched in front of me’ Vassily
Kandinsky (1913, p. 364). (Ione & Tyler, 2003).
In those moments, Kandinsky joined a myriad of great minds who experienced
the same sensations going as far back as 2,600 years: “One of the earliest efforts to make
sense of these relationships was the Pythagorean quest to assign a particular color to each
musical note, about the 6th century BCE.”(Ione & Tyler, 2004). Then, more currently:
In more recent times, the list of famous figures who were involved with
the synesthetic experience includes Charles Baudelaire, Arthur Rimbaud,
Nikolai Rimsky- Korsakov, Alexander Scriabin, Vassily Kandinsky,
Vladimir Nabokov, Sergei Eisenstein, Olivier Messiaen, David Hockney
and Richard Feynman. (Ione & Tyler, 2004)
According to Sharon Begley in her article Why George Gershwin May Have
Called It “Rhapsody in Blue”, she refers to those who experience a combination of
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sensations as synesthetes. She states that, “Everyone is born with extra connections or
synesthetes, the extra synapses seem to remain, producing a rich web of circuitry that
connects the cortex’s color processor to the numeral area next door, or links touch
regions to vision regions” (Albers 2011). She includes in her article, that jazz musician
Miles Davis may have also been “an emotion-color synesthete” when he wrote Kind of
Blue and Joan Mitchell when she painted Blue Territory. Even British painter, David
Hockney, may be included in this infamous group with his opera sets and others like,
Vincent van Gogh and Charles Burchfield may be as well (Albers 2011).
What is this strange phenomenon, the crossing of senses, and this symphony of
crossings? If we can call it a symphony, Wassily Kandinsky seems to have been the
loudest instrument, giving sound to fury, bursting frantic images and patterns, making
sense of it all:
Finally, we know that Kandinsky penciled notes in his books that spoke of
exercises one could do to enhance synesthesia. He also desired to bring the
essence of cross-modal experience to a wider audience, asserting that ‘one
can feel the multi-sensory consonances and dissonances in simultaneously
performed color movements, musical movements and dance movements’
(Van Campen, 1997). (Ione & Tyler, 2003)
As a contemporary digital media artist, Kandinsky’s notes have spoken to me,
loud and clear, for a very long time. His voice in my head, directs my every creative
move. I dream about Kandinsky. He was a man before his time, a sad lonely figure in the
later years, friendless, painting on cardboard.
His genius, his isolation, and his faith in his theories, are all meaningful,
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momentous. He heralded a new era, a time when all possibly could be related, joined. I
create a similar concept by honoring him and bringing about an application Colortune
that crosses three zones: one of sound, one of image, and one of touch. Like the great
master and synesthete, I invite the senses to interact, play, and visualize infinite
possibilities.
“We are one, after all, you and I, together we suffer, together exist and forever
will recreate each other.” - Pierre Teilhard de Chardin
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